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hart Industries, Inc. (Chart), a provider
of technology, equipment, and services
VIPEXIH XS PMUYI½IH REXYVEP KEW 02+  L]drogen, biogas, carbon dioxide (CO 2) capture, water treatment, and other energy
and industrial gas applications, has swiftly
and subtly built an integrated value chain
that positions it at the forefront of the clean
energy transition.
3ZIV XLI PEWX ½ZI ]IEVW 'LEVX´W QEVOIX
capitalization has grown from roughly US$1
FMPPMSR XS 97 FMPPMSR -X FSSOIH VIZIRYI
of US$378.9 million in Q4 2021 and US$1.318
FMPPMSR JSV XLI JYPP ]IEV  QEVOMRK XLI
highest quarterly and annual revenue in comTER]LMWXSV]&YXXLIVI´WIZMHIRGIXSWYKKIWX
XLEX'LEVX´WKVS[XLMWWXMPPMRXLIIEVP]WXEKIW
Chart believes that in order to meet the
growing requirements of the industries it
serves, it needs to be in every phase of the
liquid gas supply chain, including upfront enKMRIIVMRK WIVZMGI ERH VITEMV 8S QEOI KSSH
on that goal, Chart made a number of acquisitions in 2020 and 2021 related to clean power,
clean industrials, clean water and food, bevIVEKIWERHEKVMGYPXYVIQEVOIXSTTSVXYRMXMIW
within its specialty products segment. Specialty products accounted for around a third
SJ 'LEVX´W  WEPIW 8LI WIKQIRX WYTTPMIW
highly engineered equipment used in specialty
IRHQEVOIX ETTPMGEXMSRW JSV L]HVSKIR 02+
biofuels, CO2 capture, food and beverage,
aerospace, lasers, cannabis, water treatment,
and other industries. Every application within
'LEVX´WWTIGMEPX]TVSHYGXWWIKQIRXWIXEVIcord for orders and sales in 2021 and had fullyear order growth above 15%.
Continued on page 16
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NEXUS

OF CLEAN

CHART ACCELERATES
INVESTMENTS IN THE
CLEAN ENERGY TRANSITION

A ChartWater BlueInGreen Ozone Dissolution System

L.A. Turbine’s ARES AMB
Turboexpander-Compressor
On Skid Controller

L.A. TURBINE’S ROLE IN CHART’S PORTFOLIO
3RISJ'LEVX´WQSWXWMKRM½GERXWTIGMEPX]TVSHYGXW´HIEPWMRVIGIRXLMWXSV][EWXLIEGUYMWMXMSRSJ0%8YVFMRI 0%8 MR5JSV97
QMPPMSR MR GEWL 0%8 MW E KPSFEP TPE]IV MR XYVFSI\TERHIV HIWMKR IRKMRIIVMRK QERYJEGXYVMRK EWWIQFP] ERH XIWXMRK TVSGIWWIW JSV RI[ ERH
EJXIVQEVOIXIUYMTQIRX;MXL0%8RS[MRMXWTSVXJSPMS'LEVXGERSJJIV
EQSVIGSQTVILIRWMZI±SRIWXSTWLST²WSPYXMSRI\TERHMRKMXWSJJIVMRKW MR ETTPMGEXMSRW WYGL EW L]HVSKIR ERH LIPMYQ PMUYIJEGXMSR GEVFSR
GETXYVIERHIRIVK]WXSVEKIMRHYWXVMEPKEWREXYVEPKEWTVSGIWWMRKWQEPP
WGEPI02+TPERXWTVSTERIHIL]HVSKIREXMSRTPERXWLIEZ]L]HVSGEVFSR
VIQSZEPTVSGIWWJSV02+TPERXWERHTIXVSGLIQMGEP
±-X MW ER I\GMXMRK XMQI JSV 'LEVX ERH 0% 8YVFMRI EW [I RS[ [SVO
XSKIXLIVXSFVMRKSYVGYWXSQIVWI\TERHIHWSPYXMSRWEGVSWWQYPXMTPIQSPIGYPIWMRGPYHMRKRIEVP]EPPX]TIWSJIRIVK]WSYVGIWERHQYPXMTPIMRHYWXVMEP
KEWETTPMGEXMSRW²WEMH.MPP)ZEROSTVIWMHIRXERH')3SJ'LEVX±0%8YVFMRI MW SRI SJ XLI SRP] XYVFSI\TERHIV IRKMRIIVMRK ERH QERYJEGXYVMRK
GSQTERMIWXLEXGERHIWMKRERHTVSHYGIZIV]WTIGMEPM^IHI\TERHIVWSRI
SJXLIPSRKIWXPIEHXMQIMXIQWMRXLIL]HVSKIRERHLIPMYQPMUYIJEGXMSR
WYTTP]GLEMR;MXLXLMWGETEFMPMX]MRLSYWI[IEVIJYVXLIVHMJJIVIRXMEXIHMRPMUYIJEGXMSR°RSXNYWXJVSQHIGEHIWSJI\TIVMIRGIFYXEPWSJVSQ
[SVPHGPEWWIJ½GMIRG]ERHRS[WMKRM½GERXP]WLSVXIVERHKYEVERXIIHHIPMZIV]XMQIW²
0%8´WETTPMGEXMSRWTIGM½GXYVFSI\TERHIVWGSQTPIQIRX'LEVX´WLIEX
XVERWJIVW]WXIQWERHWTIGMEPX]TVSHYGX´WWIKQIRXERHKMZI'LEVXKVIEXIV
IRHQEVOIXHMZIVWMX]MRL]HVSKIRERHLIPMYQPMUYIJEGXMSREW[IPPEWMRHYWXVMEPKEWREXYVEPKEWTVSGIWWMRKTS[IVKIRIVEXMSRERHTIXVSGLIQMGEPETTPMGEXMSRW0%8EPWSFVMRKWEVSFYWXEJXIVQEVOIXFYWMRIWWXSXLI
XEFPI[LMGL½XWRMGIP]MRXS'LEVX´WVITEMVWIVZMGIERHPIEWMRKWIKQIRX
'LEVX GEPPIH SYX 0%8´W WXVSRK IRKMRIIVMRK GYPXYVI [LMGL EPMKRW [MXL
'LEVX´WKSEPXSSJJIVFVSEHIVXIGLRSPSK]WSPYXMSRWJSVMXWGYWXSQIVW
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AN OPEN-MINDED APPROACH TO
+63;-2+8,)2)<973*'0)%2
*EWXKVS[MRKGSQTERMIWGERWSQIXMQIWWXVYKKPI
XSQEMRXEMREGSLIWMZIGSQTER]GYPXYVI[LIRMRXIKVEXMRKRI[P]EGUYMVIHGSQTERMIWMRXSXLIMVTVSHYGX
ERHWIVZMGITSVXJSPMSW3RISJXLIFMKKIWXJEMPYVIWSJ
GSRKPSQIVEXIWMWXSWTIRH]IEVWEXXEGLMRKFSPXSR
EGUYMWMXMSRW [MXL :IPGVS ERH XETI MRWXIEH SJ TIVQERIRXMRXIVGSRRIGXMSRWXLEXJSWXIVEPMKRQIRXERH
PIEHXSKVS[XL'LEVX´WWSPYXMSR°PMOIXLIWXVEXIKMIWSJWSQISJXLIQSWXWYGGIWWJYPGSRKPSQIVEXIW
WYGLEW;EVVIR&YJJIXX´W&IVOWLMVI,EXLE[E]°MW
RSX XS EGUYMVI E GSQTER] YTVSSX MXW PIEHIVWLMT
ERHQMGVSQEREKIFYXVEXLIVKMZIXLIGSQTER]XLI
JVIIHSQXSFIGVIEXMZIERHMRRSZEXI
'LEVXLEWFYMPX[LEXMXGEPPWMXW*SYRHIVW´-RRSZEXMSR 8IEQ [LMGL GSRWMWXW SJ XLI JSYRHIVW TVIWMHIRXW ERH SXLIV PIEHIVW JVSQ GSQTERMIW MX LEW
VIGIRXP] EGUYMVIH PMOI 0%8 %H)HKI &PYI-R+VIIR
'V]S 8IGLRSPSKMIW 7YWXEMREFPI )RIVK] 7SPYXMSRW
ERH )EVXLP] 0EFW 8LIWI PIEHIVW EVI XEWOIH [MXL
WTIEVLIEHMRKXLIRI\XGLETXIVMR'LEVX´W2I\YWSJ
'PIER°ERMRXIVGSRRIGXIHWYMXISJTVSHYGXWERH
WIVZMGIWJSVXLITS[IV[EXIVJSSHERHMRHYWXVMEP
WIGXSVW8LI2I\YWSJ'PIERGSZIVWQSVIXLER
TVSHYGXERHXIGLRSPSK]WSPYXMSRWMRXLIREXYVEPKEW
REXYVEPKEWVIJSVQMRKGEVFSRGETXYVIYXMPM^EXMSRERH
WXSVEKI ''97 L]HVSKIRKEWWXSVEKI[EXIVIPIGXVSP]WMW [EXIV XVIEXQIRX L]HVS TS[IV L]HVSKIR
HMWXVMFYXMSRERHL]HVSKIRPMUYIJEGXMSRMRHYWXVMIW

Chart Hydrogen
Test Site In New
Prague, Minnesota

With so many moving parts, the Nexus of Clean can be a
lot to take in. By empowering its people to develop new ideas,
Chart is laying the foundation for highly functioning independent
nodes that support a larger network of design and innovation.
“We’re very privileged to have, as a result of our acquisitions
in the Nexus of Clean, all of the founders and CEOs of those
businesses decide to stay in the Chart family,” said Evanko. “In
order to harness their amazing intellect, entrepreneurial spirit,
and start to leverage the inter-linkages among clean power, water, food, and industrials, we accreted our Founders’ Innovation
Team. These Founders continue to run their businesses but
have joined forces to come up with innovative ideas on bringing
their individual products or technologies together. And we’ve
already seen immediate impacts to the business.”

UNLOCKING THE HYDROGEN ECONOMY
LAT acts as a critical pillar that supports Chart’s hydrogen liquefaction business and complements CCUS, hydrogen gas storage, water electrolysis, and hydrogen distribution in the Nexus of Clean. “As we looked at our business,
we asked, ‘where is the future going?’ The one thing you
LIEV IZIV] KSZIVRQIRX ERH TYFPMG WIGXSV SJ½GMEP TVMZEXI
industry company, and shareholder talk about is sustainability,” said Evanko. “We tend to get very US-centric
when we think about addressing the problems of carbon
emissions. If you look at the broader globe and you look at
where populations don’t have power or water, what do you
XLMROXLI]´VIKSMRKXSTMGO½VWX#-´HTMGOGPIER[EXIVTIVContinued on page 18

COMPRESSOR LUBE
REDUCTION
REDUCE LUBE COSTS BY 50% OR MORE!
CECO's Resilon-T ™ X540 is CECO’s proprietary
polymer blend, proven to dramatically reduce
lubrication costs for your compressors.
+ Substantial Savings
+ High Performance
+ Extremely Reliable
+ yȌ!ȌȺɈǶɯwȌƮǞ˛ƧƊɈǞȌȁȺ
+ Fast Delivery

TRYCECO.COM
800.TRY.CECO
COMPRESSOR PARTS & REPAIR

I PIPELINE SERVICES I EMISSIONS TESTING TRAINING & TECHNICAL SERVICES I MECHANICAL FIELD SERVICES

ChartWater’s AdEdge Flow Reversal Reverse Osmosis (FR-RO)
System Installed Within A Tribal Community In Arizona

sonally. I’d start there and then you can address the power
situation. I think you’re going to start seeing more clean
power and clean water applications going together. You’re
also going to start to see the way CO 2 capture works with
food and beverage, as an example. So, the Nexus of Clean
is important to think about and, at Chart, we serve that
across the board.”
Hydrogen’s role in the Nexus of Clean continues to advance, and Chart offers a myriad of technologies and solutions to advance the hydrogen economy. Evanko looks at
the hydrogen value chain in three segments — hydrogen
production, hydrogen storage and transport, and hydrogen
end use. “Most of the current investment is in bucket one,
in the production of molecules,” said Evanko. “You’ll hear
people talk about ‘how do we get the cost down? How do
we scale up?’ But, at the end of the day, the entire set of
three buckets [hydrogen production, hydrogen storage and
transport, and hydrogen end use] have to work together in
order for this industry to get to a point where hydrogen is
self-sustaining — where it isn’t reliant on credits or public
sector funding.”
With more than 57 years of hydrogen experience, Chart
has negotiated the shifting demands of the hydrogen economy
½VWXLERH±4VMSVXSHMWGYWWMSRWSRL]HVSKIR[IVITVMQEVMP]VIPEXIHXSWTEGII\TPSVEXMSR²WEMH)ZEROS±)RXIV
and the universal shift to sustainability, and hydrogen became
ELSYWILSPH[SVH*EWXJSV[EVHXSERH[I´ZIWIIRER
incredible amount of traction and progress.”
%GGSVHMRK XS )ZEROS XS HEXI 97 FMPPMSR MR L]HVSKIR MRZIWXQIRX LEW FIIR ERRSYRGIH XLVSYKL  ±-J ]SY
PSSOIHEXXLEX½KYVIE]IEVEKSMX[EW97FMPPMSR²WLI
said. “So, there was a real meaningful shift in a matter of
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XLVII SV JSYV SV ½ZI QSRXLW JVSQ 97 XS 97
billion, with very tangible projects.”
Evanko noted that there are currently 75 countries with
RIX^IVSXEVKIXWERHQSVIXLERLEZIL]HVSKIRWXVEXIgies. Breaking it down one step further, Evanko shared
that 228 hydrogen projects are currently under development globally, 85% of which are in the European Union,
Asia, and Australia, and that number is growing. While the
increased interest and investment in hydrogen is encouraging, Evanko cautioned that it is important to acknowledge that the technology that exists today, especially in
the production of the molecule, is not the technology that
[MPPEGLMIZIXLITPERIX´WIQMWWMSRWKSEPW±8LIVILEW
to be more innovation that happens,” said Evanko. “We
have already seen that in the last couple of years. For example, what used to be an acceptable electrolyzer is no
PSRKIVHIIQIHIJ½GMIRX'SRXMRYIHMRRSZEXMSRMWMQTSVtant, and that is one of the things that we at Chart believe
MR8LIVIEVIKSMRKXSFIEPSXSJHMJJIVIRX[E]WXSEGGSQplish emissions reductions, a lot of different technologies
that are going to play in the entire ecosystem.”
Geographically, hydrogen activity varies. Data shared
by Evanko show that the United States is beginning to
move to networks/scaling of infrastructure. State-level
activity is still extremely varied, but the development
of hydrogen hubs is happening. In Canada, a national hydrogen strategy supports investment but provinces and
localized demand drives behavior, which shows a growing trend toward liquid hydrogen.
“We are starting to see various stages of investment
around the world,” said Evanko. “South Korea and Australia, I think, are the next regions that are going to be

spending more and more investment dollars in hydrogen.
India and South and Central America are at different stages
of that evolution. India, for example, is focused on getting
power to a broad set of the population. There’s still natural gas investment in infrastructure happening. In the background, there is development of a hydrogen strategy with
projects focused on industrial, green hydrogen.”
Evanko continued, “To date, most of the spending has
been in bucket one and bucket two [hydrogen production
and hydrogen storage and transport]. I think we’re going
to start to see bucket three [hydrogen end use] speed up
a little bit. Because, what do you do if you now have plenty
of hydrogen available? Can you move it around? But where
does it go? And who’s using it? And if I’m driving a heavyduty truck and I want to go from California to New York, I
RIIHTPEGIWXSWXSTXS½PPXLEX;I´VIKSMRKXSWXEVXXSWII
more spent in bucket three; certainly that’s what we anticipate in the coming year.”
THE IMPORTANCE OF INVESTING IN ESG
Environmental, social, and governance (ESG) investments are accelerating. According to a study by Bloomberg ESG and Thematic Investing, global ESG assets could
exceed US$53 trillion by 2025, representing more than a
third of the US$140.5 trillion in projected total assets under management. ESG regulations and reporting standards

are also improving. In March, the Securities and Exchange
Commission (SEC) announced a proposal to standardize
ESG disclosures by companies and other registrants. The
SEC believes that some sort of order is needed in the metrics that companies report and the way in which they circulate those numbers. The SEC wants investors to be able
to better understand a company’s climate-related risks and
how it manages those risks relative to its peers. Another
major point from the proposal would require companies
XSUYERXMJ]XLI½RERGMEPMQTEGXSJXLIWIVMWOWSRMXWWLSVX
medium-, or long-term performance.
DEFINING PROGRESS
Companies that invest in ESG now stand a better chance at
WYWXEMRMRKVIPIZERGIERHHI½RMRKTVSKVIWWMRXLIHIGEHIWXS
come. Chart’s role in the energy transition touches several
different industries across a variety of sectors. Companies
PMOI 'LMGO½P% 0MRHI %MV 0MUYMHI -:)'3 %MV 4VSHYGXW
Shell, Chevron, ExxonMobil, New Fortress Energy, Plug
4S[IV 9RMXIH 0EYRGL %PPMERGI ERH &PYI 3VMKMR LEZI FIIR
TYVGLEWMRK'LEVX´WTVSHYGXWJSVQSVIXLER]IEVW;MXLE
growing portfolio of solutions and customers, Chart’s widening Nexus of Clean has the potential to reduce the enviVSRQIRXEP JSSXTVMRX SJ I\MWXMRK MRHYWXVMIW [LMPI MR¾YIRGMRK
the paradigms of newer industries that are still early in their
growth trajectories.
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